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Introduction 

It is obviously true that the speech of young children differs radically 
from the speech of adults, but that children end up speaking essentially 
identically to their parents. It is equally, though perhaps less obviously, 
true that this deviation from the adult norm is non-random in character, 
and that the child's performance differs in regular and predictable ways 
from that of his putative models. 

Given these facts and a child learning English, I decided to attempt a 
characterisation of the child's language in rigorous linguistic terms in 
order to establish the nature of these regularities. What I expected to 
find was a constantly developing and interacting competence and per
formance1 unique to the child, moving steadily from a more idiosyncratic 
and simple system to one which was more complex and more closely iso
morphic with the system of the adult language: a progression reflecting 
the supposed universal hierarchy sketched most clearly and succinctly in 
Jakobson's 'Les lois phoniques du langage enfantin' (Jakobson, 1949). 
However, although the child's performance was immediately accessible 
for observation, it was by no means self-evident what the nature of his 
phonological competence was. Accordingly the data were analysed 
simultaneously in two ways: one assuming that the child's competence 
was essentially idiosyncratic and roughly equivalent to his performance; 
one assuming that the child's competence was essentially equivalent to 
the input he was exposed to - i.e. the adult language. 

It soon became apparent that there was a wider range of phenomena 
in the child's process of language acquisition to be explained than is indi
cated in the opening paragraph above. In addition to the mere fact of 
regularity, any theory of language acquisition must be able to account 
for at least the following classes of data observed in the acquisitional 
process: 

( 1) Exceptions or the non-random nature of irregularities in the acquisi
tion process. Mter starting out by saying that the most striking fact of 
language acquisition is its regularity, it may seem paradoxical to continue 

1 In the sense of Chomsky, 1965; see esp. p. 4· 
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2 Introduction 

by emphasising irregularities. However, an example of each should make 
matters clear. If the child's phonological acquisition is regular, this 
means that once the correlations between the adult system and the child's 
performance have been worked out, one can correctly predict the child's 
output for any arbitrary word of the adult language. For instance, ob
serving that a child said: 

[wi:t] for feet 
[ wil);)] for finger 
lwre:] for fire 

and so on, one could correctly predict his form for fork - namely [ wo:k] -
with a [w] regularly substituting for /f/ in initial position. 

However, there was a small class of exceptions to this generalisation, 
of which the clearest was feather which, instead of the expected *[wed;)], 
became [ted;)]. At first sight inexplicable, this item was later seen to fall 
naturally into a class of 'restructured' elements where /sf and /f/ were 
frequently interchanged by the child; although, as adult /sf was regularly 
realised as [t] at this stage, the appearance of [t] for /f/ was apparently 
random but actually easily explicable. The details of this rather complex 
process are not relevant at this stage of the exposition, and are taken up 
in detail in chapter 4· What is relevant is the general importance of ex
ceptional features in the acquisition process; since, despite being excep
tional, these are usually not random and frequently provide evidence for 
the nature of unexceptional forms. Indeed, the importance of exceptions 
and the need specifically to characterise the form of their exceptionality 
is one major reason for the massive documentation of rules and forms 
apparent in this monograph. If an argument hinges on the interpretation 
of an abnormality, the facts of normality must be established un
ambiguously first. 

( z) The many-many correspondence of segments in the child's system to 
those in the adult system. The regularity mentioned above must not be 
interpreted as implying a one-one correspondence between terms in the 
child's system and those in the adult system. Thus adult /1/ was realised 
by the child: 

sometimes as [1]: e.g. lorry~ [bli:] 
sometimes as [ c;l]: e.g. light~ [ c;lait] 
and sometimes as [g]: e.g. like~ [gaik] 
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Likewise, adult /sf was differentially treated as: 

0 e.g. sun~ [An] 
[g] e.g. sock ~ [gok] 
[t] e.g. mice~ [mait] 
or [I;J] e.g. whistle~ [ wii;Ju] 

Whereas in different environments all of adult /t, d, s, z, J, 3, e, <5, tJ, 
d3, r, 1, j / might be neutralised as [c;l], as in: 

teeth~ [ c;li:c;l] or [ c;li:t] 
door~ [c;lo:] 
scissors ~ [ c;lid;)] 
zoo~ [c;lu:] 
shirt~ [ c;l;):t] 
garage~ [gre;)c;l] 
there ~ [ c;le:] 
chair~ [ c;le:] 
John~ [c;lon] 
rain ~ [ c;lein] 
lady~ [c;le:di:] 
yes~ [c;let] 

In all these cases the child's substitutions were regular, in the sense of 
being purely phonologically conditioned, and merely demonstrate the 
complexity of the relationship between adult and child forms. They were 
not exceptional in the way the substitution in feather was. 

(3) The across-the-board nature of changes in the child's developing 
phonology. Regularity is characteristic of the child's phonological be
haviour not only at one specified point in time, but also longitudinally 
through time. That is, changes in the child's output occur virtually 
simultaneously to phonologically defined classes of items and not piece
meal to individual lexical items. Thus when initial [f] was produced cor
rectly, it was substituted at essentially the same time for all the words 
beginning with /f/ in the adult language, and for none of those beginning 
with fwf, even though /f/ and fwf were neutralised as [w] in the child's 
early output. Accordingly the examples cited in (I} above became: 
[fi:t], [fil)g;)], [fre:r] and [fo:k] at stage IS, while window, wash, and so on 
remained with an initial [ w]. 

One caveat remains to be made to the above statement: namely, that 
a change from say [w] to [f] was in the nature of things rarely absolutely 

1 · 2 



4 Introduction 

abrupt, and there was frequently a brief period when words with an 
adult jf j were realised alternatively with [ w] and [f] . Such free variation 
never occurred in words with an adult Jw /. 

(4) The appearance of non-English sounds or sequences in the child's 
phonology. In many cases the child produced quite regularly sounds or 
sound sequences which do not occur in the adult language. For instance, 
voiceless sonorants [i, rp., 1}.] as in: 

slug -+ [1-Ag] 
Smith -+ [ rpis] 
sneeze-+ [J}.i:d] 

or an initial velar nasal, [IJ], as in: 

neck-+ [IJck] 
snake -+ [IJe:k] 

(5) Puzzles. The most interesting instance of the many-many corres
pondence cited above is provided by the phenomenon of 'puzzles' . That 
is, the child appears unable to produce a particular sound or sequence in 
the correct place, but is perfectly capable of producing it as his interpre
tation of something else. For instance, by completely regular rules 
puddle was pronounced [pAggl] whilst puzzle was pronounced [pAd;;)l]. 
That is, we have the array: 

jpAZ;;)lj -+ (pAd;;)l] 
jpAd;;)l/ -+ [pAg;;)l] 

(6) Recidivism. That is, the loss of a contrast which has already been 
established. For instance, at the stage where /s/ and /1/ both became [ <;1.] 

for the child, side and light fell together as [<;lait]. Then as [1] was cor
rectly reproduced for the adult /1/, a contrast developed resulting in the 
differentiation of these items as: side-+ [ <;lait] and light -+ [lait]. How
ever, the next relevant change in the child's system was the substitution 
of [1] for the adult Js/, so that the two items fell together again as [lait]. 
That is, we have a progression from a stage where there is homonymy: 

side} [d'] light -+ · att 

to a stage where the items are differentiated: 

side -+ [ <;lait] 
light-+ [lait] 
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and then a further stage where there is homonymy again: 

side} [l'] light -+ att 

(7) The child's ability to understand his own speech. That is, the child 
can understand imitations or tape-recordings of his own speech, pro
vided these are representative of the stage of development that he 
is at. For instance, if he hears [s;;):t], he will correctly identify this as 
shirt, if this is how he still pronounces it. There are further qualifica
tions to this ability which need not be elaborated until the relevant 
section. 

These various phenomena, among others, are accounted for at an 
observationally adequate level1 by the two rule-based analyses which 
were mentioned. earlier and descriptions of which are given in chapter 1. 

Both analyses are treated synchronically: that is, taking the first stage 
studied as a static system (chapter 2) and also diachronically or longitu
dinally: that is, tracing all the changes in this system over a period of 
some two years (chapter 3). Having thus juxtaposed and compared these 
two analyses, it is then demonstrated in chapter 4 that, contrary to what 
might be expected either a priori or on a superficial inspection of the 
classes of phenomena listed above as being in need of explanation, only 
the analysis which presupposes an adult competence for the child and 
which treats the child's phonology as a mapping from the adult's system 
attains descriptive adequacy. This is seen to be true in that all these 
phenomena can be explained in terms of such an analy~is whereas onl~ a 
fraction of them can be explained under the assumptiOn that the chtld 
operates an autonomous system. More importantly, each part of the 
analysis is motivated independently and a set of putatively universal 
constraints on both the form and function of mapping rules between 
adult and child language is proposed. 2 The section ends with a suggested 
psychological model able to account satisfactorily for the phenomena 
described. The last chapter (chapter 5) is devoted to a discussion of 
various substantive problems in phonological theory on which it is sug
gested that phenomena of acquisition may cast light. 

For reasons already touched on above, and as most accounts of lan
guage acquisition raise questions in the minds of the readers which never 

1 Cf. Chomsky, r964, esp. pp. 925-7, for a discussion of levels of adequacy. 
2 If these constraints are indeed universal then the analysis has, at least in part, at

tained a level of explanatory adequacy; see Chomsky, r964, pp. 925-7. 
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occurred to the writer, I have included, as Appendix C, a comprehensive 
diachronic lexicon of the items on which the present study is based. It is 
hoped that this material may both be of use to other researchers and also, 
of course, provide a detailed enough corpus for the validity of my own 
claims to be checked by those interested. 

I Backaround 

:r.:r The child and his milieu 

Although observations of other children speaking English and other 
languages have been made intermittently, this book is specifically a case 
study of one child learning to speak English Standard Pronunciation 
(ESP),1 or at least something isomorphic to ESP. The following back
ground details may indicate that the assumption that it is ESP being 
learnt is, strictly speaking, unrealistic, but it is justified in as much as 
there appear to be no features of the child's language which are crucially 
affected by differences from the standard language. 

The child, Amahl ['rema:l)2 (hereinafter A), was born on 4 June 1967 
in Boston, Massachusetts, of an English father and an Indian mother, 
and stayed in the U .S.A. until his first birthday, when he came to the 
U.K. Thus, although he did not speak until much later, A was exposed 
to a considerable amount of American English at a stage when he was 
gaining an at least latent knowledge of the language. 

The father's (my) English is ESP with some minor deviations from 
what is normally considered the 'Received Pronunciation'. Specifically 
these are: 

(1) The use of tense /i: / in unstressed final position in words such as 
city: /siti:/ instead of RP /siti/ . 

(2) The occasional (random) use of pre-consonantal and final frf. 
(3) The occasional (random) use of pre-vocalic 'dark' /1/ ([l]). 
(4) The glottalisation of /d/ pre-consonantally and finally. 
(5) The use of a flapped [r] for post-consonantal frf. 
For A's mother, a medical doctor, English is the fourth language, 

following Hindi, Bengali and Marathi. She speaks ' Standard Indian 
English' which, although phonetically widely different from ESP, is 
structurally not dissimilar. The most important divergences are: 

(1) The regular use of pre-consonantal and final (but not intrusive) frf. 
1 See Trim, 196r. 
• Frequently mispronounced outside the family as [re'ma: I] or [<~ ' rna:!]. W hen em

bedded in a Hindi sentence, normally: [;~m;~l). 
[ 7) 
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(2) The neutralisation of the fv- wf distinction (in favour of a bilabial, 
usually frictionless, continuant). 

(3) The neutralisation in fast speech of the /~- ~: /, /'du- u:f and 
fei - £/ distinctions. 

The major phonetic differences are the usual ones: 

(1) The monophthongisation (to [e:]) of /ei- E/. 
(2) The greater tenseness of all vowels. 
(3) The retroflexion of /t, d/. 
(4) T he fuller voicing of voiced obstruents. 
(5) The occasional confusion of /s - J / when both sounds occur in the 

same word. 

For five months, from the age of 19 months to two years, A lived with 
his paternal aunt (my sister). Her dialect is ESP, as is that of her husband 
and two children; the latter aged two years older and two months younger 
than A. The onset of A's speech was late (around 20 months) and oc
curred within this period. Accordingly, data for the very early stages of 
acquisition are inadequate for fully explicit rules representing them to 
be formulated, and concentrated study did not start until the end of the 
twenty-fifth month. However, this lacuna is not serious as the earliest 
stages are those most adequately covered by earlier researchers, and are 
also phonologically the least complex. 

From z6 months A, together with his parents, spent six weeks in India 
where he was exposed to considerable Hindi and Marathi. However, he 
has been brought up monolingual and, although he had a slight receptive 
knowledge of Hindi for some months, speaks none.1 He has never had 
any knowledge of Bengali or Marathi. 

From 30 months he has been attending day nurseries, play groups and 
nursery schools in Luton and Harpenden (Bedfordshire and Hertford
shire respectively), whence he has acquired some distinctly non-ESP 
diphthongs. 

In general A is lively and intelligent2 with a large vocabulary. He has 
no irregularities of the speech organs or hearing. 

1 His reaction to being enjoined to speak Hindi, or even being addressed in it, was 
usually anger. On the few occasions when he did say anything in Hindi, it was with an 
English accent. For instance, his response to [;Jm;J! !;Jrka hai] (' Amah! is a boy') was 
[a:!m;J! n :>t ;J ];J:b, a:!m;J! ;J boi] ('Amah! is not a "lurker", Amahl's a boy') . 

2 In an IQ test (Stanford- Binet) administered at 4 years 4 months, he scored at the 
6 year 6 month level. On Raven's Progressive Matrices he scored at the 6-year level. 
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1.2 The linguistic theory presupposed 

The theoretical framework for the description is that of generative 
phonology as set forth in Chomsky and Halle (1968) and Stanley (1967) . 
Familiarity with the notions and notations of these works is presupposed 
in the formalisation of the rules and in several places in the theoretical 
discussion of individual points of interest. Elsewhere, however, familia
rity with elementary phonetics and phoneme theory should be sufficient 
to enable the reader to assimilate the core of the book. Where any in
consistency between the formal and informal descriptions arises (as the 
result of a difference in detail, for instance) the formalised version is to 
be taken as definitive. 

1.3 The method and scope of study 

1.3.1 Method. All the data analysed were taken down in phonetic trans
cription on index cards. A tape-recorder was used occasionally/ espe
cially when testing A's response to his own speech, but most of the 
description is based on non-recorded material. In most cases the data 
were spontaneous utterances from the child, although on some occasions 
recourse was had to asking him to name things, e.g. : 

NVS What's this ? [pointing to the telephone] 
A [c;lewi:bu:n] 

Where it was particularly desired to elicit a form which illustrated (or it 
was suspected would illustrate) a special phenomenon, I would ask him, 
all else having failed, to say a word: 

NVS Say 'zinc' or Can you say 'zinc' for me? 
A [gik] or [w~t gik c;ledi:] (What's 'zinc', Daddy?) 

All such directly elicited examples are enclosed in parentheses in the 
text and in Appendix C; e.g. '(zinc- [gik])'. In general A was a good 
and willing informant, and I do not think this elicitation is in any way 
misleading. Typically, a sound or contrast he was able to repeat after me, 
he would be able to produce spontaneously a few days or at most a few 
weeks later. The usual response, when he was asked to say something 
'correctly' after he had already attempted to say it in his own way, is 
exemplified by the following dialogue, recorded when I was puzzled by 

1 I am grateful to Dr Adrian Fourcin for making a tape-recorder available to me for 
part of the study. 
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his ability to pronounce the nasal in hand ([end]) but not in jump : 
NVS Say 'jump' 
A [c,!Ap] 
NVS No, 'jump' 
A [c,!Ap] 
NVS No, 'jummmp' 

A [u:li: c,lcdi: gren c,ie: c,!Ap] ('Only Daddy can say "jump'")! 
By contrast, on one or two occasions, he spontaneously came up to me 
and announced his ability to produce a new sound or sequence. Thus 
after rendering quick as [kip] quite regularly for a year or more, he 
suddenly said: 'Daddy, I can say [kwik]'; without, to my knowledge, 
having been in any way prompted. 

Data were collected systematically from 2 years 2 months to age four; 
sometimes at intervals of a week, sometimes every day; depending partly 
on the (in)stability of his system, partly on the time available. If I de
tected any change at all in what he said, I always made a note of it, with 
the result that I am confident that only minor changes can have been 
missed over the period studied. The only lengthy gap occurred during 
the visit to India when, deliberately, only isolated jottings were made. 

1.3.2 Scope. With the exception of a brief discussion of certain gram
matical conditionings of the acquisition of phonology, this study is de
voted exclusively to the sound system of the language.1 Even within 
phonology emphasis has been placed very heavily on the consonant 
system, with details of intonation or the vowel system given only when 
they cast light on the consonants. The reasons for this are: 

(I) The development of the consonant system was much more com
plex, and therefore gave rise to a greater number of theoretically in
teresting phenomena. As far as I know there were no classes of pheno
mena evidenced by the development of the vowel system which were not 
manifested more clearly by the consonant system. 

(z) The impracticability of using a tape-recorder consistently in the 
early stages made the analysis of intonation extremely difficult. 2 

1 I have excluded all details of the non-linguistic, cognitive, development of A for a 
number of reasons. First, as a linguist not a psychologist, I am not competent in this 
direction; second, I strongly suspect that the general cognitive development of the 
child is not relevant to his acquisition of phonology, even though it certainly is in his 
acquisition of syntax/semantics: third, the human life-span is finite. 

2 Elsewhere the use of a tape-recorder is not as helpful as might be expected. It is no 
use having a perfect recording of [gAk], if you do not know whether it corresponds to the 
adult dog, duck, luck, truck or stuck. 
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(3) A's mother's speech differs more from ESP in the vowel than in 
the consonant system ( cf. p. 7 above). 

(4) There was far more phonetic free variation in the vowel system 
than in the consonant system, which made the details of the analysis less 
clear-cut. 

(5) There is far more dialectal and idiolectal phonetic variation in the 
vowel system than in the consonant system of English, and A was ex
posed to an unusually wide cross-section of dialects. 

1.4 The method of analysis 
As mentioned in the Introduction, A's phonology is analysed in two 
q!,!ite distinct ways: first as a function of or mapping from the adult 
language which the child is assumed to be learning (ESP); and second 
as a self-contained 'independent' system, in much the same way as one 
would analyse any unknown language. 

1.4.1 The child's phonology as a function of the adult language. 
This part of the analysis consists at each stage of a single set of ordered 
rules which have as their input the adult surface forms ( cf. the father's 
English characterised above), i.e. those forms to which the child is ex
posed, and maps these into the forms of the child's system ( cf. I .4.2 
below). The rules are couched in terms of distinctive features, but for the 
sake of clarity examples are given in phonemic transcription. Thus, to 
take the example of zinc quoted above, we start with the adult form 
fziTJk/ and apply to it a set of rules which result in the child's form [gik] . 
To oversimplify, this involves two rules: 

(I) A rule deleting the nasal before a voiceless consonant. 
(z) A rule converting fzf to [g] when the fzf begins a syllable which 

closes with a velar. 

Although these rules seem ad hoc in isolation, it will be seen later that 
they are actually extremely general. It will also become apparent that at 
least one further rule must apply in the derivation of [gik] from /ziTJk/ : 
specifically, one which neutralises the voicing distinction between /k/ and 
fgf. Given that there is no phonemic distinction of voice in A's speech, 
the form [gik.] is representable phonemically as J gigJ, 1 and the contrast 
between the initial and final segments is due to phonetic rules internal 

1 For the abbreviatory notations used here, seep. viii, above. Briefly, / x f = adult 
phonemes; I x I = A's phonemes; [ x] = phonetic representation. 
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to A's phonology. In other words, the rules mapping ESP onto A's sys
tem have as their input the adult phonemic form, and as their output the 
child's phonemic form prior to the application of the phonetic rules of 
his own system. The theoretical status of these rules is discussed in 
detail in chapter 4· 

1.4.2 The child's phonology as an independent system. This part 
of the analysis is subdivided into three: 

(I) A list of those segments which are phonemically distinctive for 
A's idiolect, characterised in terms of a matrix of distinctive features. 
Technically, this is a distinctive feature specification of the systematic 
phonemic elements of the language; traditionally, a phoneme inventory.1 

(2) An unordered set of morpheme structure conditions (see Stanley, 
I967) accounting for the restrictions; segmental, sequential and canoni
cal, on the set of features displayed in (I). Inter alia, these conditions 
characterise the structure in terms of consonants and vowels of all the 
items in the child's vocabulary; state restrictions on the appearance of 
specific segments in certain positions, e.g. that h cannot occur finally; 
state redundancies in the matrix of (I) and provide indirectly an enume
ration of the 'structural types' typical of Waterson's study (Waterson, 
197I a). 

(3) A list of phonetic rules internal to the child's own idiolect. For 
instance, rules giving the distribution of voiced and voiceless plosives at 
a stage before these are distinct. 

Both types of analysis, the mapping from the adult language and the 
independent, are treated diachronically as well as synchronically: That 
is, sets of rules for a particular stage of the child's acquisition are set up, 
and then changes in his phonological output are characterised in terms 
of changes to these sets of rules. In other words, the developmental 
changes are treated as changes of rules controlling the realisation of 
classes of items, not as changes of individual items. 

1 The distinction between a traditional phoneme inventory and a generative 
phonology's set of underlying segments (as exemplified in, e.g., Chomsky and Halle, 
1968, pp. 176-7) is largely neutralised, as the child's highly restricted phonological 
system displays none of the alternations which chiefly motivate such a divergence. (For 
discussion, see pp. 18of. below.) 

2 The child's phonology at two years 

The first stage of A's acquisition of speech for which data are virtually 
complete dates from z.6o1 and I will take this as the point de depart for all 
the analysis presented. 

2.1 A's phonology as a mapping from adult English 

2.1.1 Informal exemplification of the realisation rules. To express 
the regular relationships between A's phonology described as a self
contained system below and the phonology of the language which he was 
acquiring, I have formulated a set of REALISATION rules which take the 
adult surface form as input and give the child's form (prior to the appli
cation of phonetic rules) as output. These rules are strictly ordered, and 
any adult form will be subject to any rule which is applicable.2 Discus
sion of and justification for the ordering will be given after the formal 
statement of the rules on pp. 22-30 below. 

Aside from a few exceptions, dealt with in section 2.1 .4, the following 
rules predict the treatment of any word of ESP by A: 

(I) A nasal consonant is deleted before any voiceless consonant. 

stamp -+ 9ep3 phonemically I deb I 
bump -+ QAP phonemically I bAb I 
drink -+ gik phonemically jgigl 
tent -+ 9et phonemically jdedl 
uncle -+ Agu phonemically IAgul 
empty -+ ebi: phonemically I ebi: I 
thank you -+ gegu: phonemically I gegu: I 

1 A's age is given in years and days to avoid the problem of dealing with fractions 
when changes occur within a month or even a few days of each other. See Appendix A. 

2 See the sample derivations in 2.1.3 below. 
3 In the exemplification the forms are given as if all rules had applied. Moreover, 

although the output of the realisation rules gives a phonemic representation (displayed 
only for rule Rr), the words are actually cited in a phonetic transcription: i.e. assuming 
the application of the phonetic rules (see 2.2.4 below). Square brackets are omitted 
from tabulated examples. 

[ 13 ] 
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( 2) A voiced consonant is deleted after a nasal consonant. 

window -+ winu: 
mend -+men 
handle -+ ~>IJu 
finger -+ wiiJ~ 

angry -+ eiJi: 
round -+ 9aun 
hand -+ en 
band-+ l;>en 

Taken together, rules RI and R2 account for such (later recorded) 
minimal pairs as: 

mend-+men 
meant-+ met 

(3) The alveolar consonants /n/ and /t, d/ become velars, [ IJ] and [g] 
before a syllabic m. 
handle -+ eiJu 
pedal -+ l;>egu 

beetle-+ l;>i:gu 
bottle -+ l;>;,gu 

This is one of the most widespread rules found in children acquiring 
English as their first language. It is noteworthy that with A it applies 
only to the stop consonants; continuants (/s, zf etc.) are not affected, cf. 
the example of puzzlefpuddle discussed in the Introduction (p. 4), and 
the example: 

whistle -+ wibu 

and neither are the affricates /tJ, d3j . At this stage there were no examples 
of affricates in this position, but later (stage 23), when the rule was still 
operative, words such as: 

cudgel-+ k.Adz~l 
satchel -+ srets~l 

indicate that only stops are involved. It will be observed later that the 
conditioning environment is not only syllabic m (or [ ~1]) but any [1] after 
an alveolar stop: 

antler -+ reiJkl~ (stage 28) 

It is of interest that a comparable rule has been observed in children 
acquiring German as their first language. For instance, I have heard a 
two and a half year old German boy (C) regularly produce the following: 

Dreck -+ glek 
Andreas -+ reiJ 1gle:~s etc. 

where the uvular [R] has apparently imposed velarisation of the pre
ceding alveolar, before itself becoming an alveolar lateral. 

2.1 A's phonology as a 11Ulpping from adult English 15 

(4) Syllabic nJ vocalises to [u]; e.g. the examples given for R3 above, 
and also: 

apple-+ ebu 
nipple -+ mibu 
table -+ l;>eibu 

tickle -+ gigu 
uncle-+ Agu 

The question whether this rule should be expressed in terms of syllabic 
m, [~lJ or what, is discussed below, p. 24. 

(5) In some cases a continuant consonant preceded by a nasal and a 
vowel, itself becomes a nasal. 

noisy-+ m:ni: 
penis -+ l;>inin 
smell-+ men 

This rule is somewhat marginal as there are just as many cases where it 
does not apply as where it does: 

nice-+ nait 
mice-+ mait 
Smith-+ mit 

(6) fl/ is deleted finally and preconsonantally. 

ball-+ 1;>;,: bolt-+ l;>;,:t 
bell -+ l;>e elbow-+ ebu: 
trowel-+ 9au milk -+ mik 
wheel-+ wi: 

(7) fs/ is deleted preconsonantally. 

biscuit -+ l;>igik spoon -+ l;m:n 
escape -+ geip 
skin-+ gin 
Smith-+ mit 

scream -+ gi:m 
swing -+ wiiJ 

This too is an extremely widespread rule, and is probably universal1 

although later development of the rule may give rise to a superficially 
contradictory set of examples (seep. 167 below). Although no examples 
occurred at this stage, it should be noted that /s/ was not deleted before 

Jjf. 
(8) In a word of the structure JCwCV f the second consonant becomes 

bilabial. That is, whenever an initial consonant is immediately 
followed by fwf, the next consonant assimilates to [p], [m] or [f]. 

1 Obviously restricted to those languages which have clusters of /s/ plus consonant. 
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Although this rule was completely regular for a prolonged period, all the 
clear examples come from later stages, e.g. from stage 9: 

squat -+ ~p twice -+ <;!a if 
squeeze-+ gi :l;> - queen-+ gi:m 

The only evidence for this rule at stage I is the solitary example of: 

bird -+ l;>i: bi:p 

where what A was really attempting to say was 'tweet-tweet '. Note that 
rules R7 and R8 give very clear evidence of the need for ordering. That 
is, the sequences fsw/ and fCwf (where Cis any consonant but fs/) be
have quite differently. Thus: 

sweetie-+ wi:di: (/s/-+ 0 by R7) 

but: twice -+ <;laif (Jtf is retained, as [ <;!] ; the fw f causes the final 
consonant to become [f], and is itself later deleted 
by RI6). • 

( 9) In a word of the structure fs V CJ the /sf is optionally deleted if the C 
is labial or alveolar. 

soup-+ u :p 
soap-+ u:p 

This rule is optional to account for: 

seat-+ i:t 
sun-+An 

sun -+ <;iAn (in free variation with [An]) 
scissors -+ <;lid;) 
soon-+ <;iu:n 

The important point is that when the following consonant is a velar the 
rule can never apply: 

sing-+ gil) 
sock-+ ~k 

(Io) In a word of the structure JIVCJ the /If is optionally deleted if the C 
is labial or velar. 

sharp-+ a:p 
sugar -+ ug;) 

This rule is optional to account for: 

shopping -+ "~ bin 

2 .1 A's phonology as a mapping from adult English 17 

Data are rather scarce for both this and the preceding rule, R9, but it is 
important to notice here that /If was never deleted before alveolars: 

shirt -+ <;l;):t 
shine -+ <;lain 
shoulder-+ <;lu:d;) 

The diachronic development of these two rules is interesting (see p. 6 5 
below). 

(n) fzf is deleted finally. 

The most obvious effect of this rule is to eliminate the distinction between 
a large class of singulars and plurals: 

eye/eyes -+ ai 
shoe/shoes -+ <;iu: 

Moreover, as A had no contrast anywhere between singular and plural, 
e.g. [wut] and [wi:t] were in free variation for both foot and f eet, it is 
probably the case that other non-plural or pluralia tantum examples of 
this rule: 

nose-+ nu: 
please -+ l;>i: 

glasses-+ ga:gi: 
scissors -+ <;lid;) 

had been analysed by him into a stem and a plural morpheme. That is, 
we have an indirect example of the grammatical conditioning of A's ac
quisition of phonology. (For further discussion, see pp. 67f. below.) It 
should be noted that fzf was differently interpreted elsewhere : 

zebra-+ wi:b;) 
lazy-+ <;ie:di: 

and that /sf in final position was not deleted: 

kiss -+ gik 
mice -+ mait 

(I 2) A nasal consonant following an unstressed vowel becomes alveolar: 
[n]. 
bottom -+ !;>:>din 
crying -+ gaiin 
driving -+ waibin 

working-+ W;):gin 
taking -+ geigin 

The only exceptions to this rule occur if the consonant immediately pre
ceding the unstressed vowel is itself a velar nasal, in which case an ESP 
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velar nasal is retained. Thus beside the examples above, we have: 

singing ~ gii)iiJ 
(and later) longing~ bt)iiJ 

banging ~ breiJiiJ etc. 

Nearly all the examples of the operation of this rule involve the verbal 
suffix -ing, but there were some later examples which indicate that the 
conditioning environment was in fact phonological not syntactic : 

ceiling~ li:lin something ~ wApin 
pudding ~ l;mdin nothing ~ nAtin etc. 

(13) Jh / is deleted everywhere. 

hair~ e 
hammer~ em;:> 

hand->- en 

head ->- et 
hurt ~ ;:>:t 

( 14) An initial or post-consonantal unstressed vowel is deleted. 
away~ we : banana~ l;>a:n;:> 
escape ~ ge:p belong ~ l;>::>IJ 

The perhaps unexpected inclusion of the last two examples here is 
obviously dependent on the operation of further rules (in fact, R16). 

(15) ft/ and /d/ are optionally deleted before /r/. 
driving ~ waibin 
troddler ~ bl;:> (a kind of pedal-less bicycle) 
trolly ~ bli: 

In fact this rule is very marginal: the three examples cited are the only 
ones affected, and it may well be better simply to treat these as exceptions 
(see the formalisation of this rule below, p. z8). 

( 16) Post-consonantal sonorants, /1, r, w, jj are deleted. 

angry ~ EIJI: 
brush~ QAt 
crumb ~ gAm 
cloth ~ gok 

flower ~ wrew;:> 
play~ l;>e: 
new~nu: 

bird~ l;>i:bi:p (see above, p. 16) 

This is another extremely widespread rule with claims to universality: 
at least as far as the deletion of /1/ and /r/ is concerned. Note that the 
term 'so no rants' covers the nasals as well as liquids and glides, thereby 
allowing R16 to produce, for instance: 

banana ~ l;>a:n;:> 

via the intermediate stage - bna:n;:> - occasioned by rule R14. 

2.1 A's phonology as a mapping from adult English 19 

( 17) Non-nasal alveolar and palate-alveolar consonants harmonise to 
the point of articulation of a preceding velar. 

cloth ~ gok 
glasses ~ ga:gi: 
kiss~ gik 
biscuit ~ l;>igik 

good (night)~ gug (nait) 
coach~ go:k 
kitchen ~ gig;m 

The rule excludes nasals because of such examples as: 

skin~ gin 
corner~ g::>:n;:> 

There was one exception to the rule: 

greedy~ gi:di: 

It is probable that this rule should really be more general, applying in 
the environment of labials as well as velars: 

cf. whistle ~ wibu 

but the data are too fragmentary for a decision to be made with any 
confidence. 

(18) Jl, r, j j are subject to the following treatment : 

(a) They are neutralised as [1] where /1, r, j/ are the only consonants 
in the adult word, when the rule applies. 
lorry ~ bli: 
yellow ~ ldu: 
hello~ du: 

(b) They become [ w] or are deleted when intervocalic. 

telephone~ <;}ewi:bu:n 
follow~ wowo: 
corridor ~ g::>i:<;lo: 

The data are insufficient to determine whether the different treatment of 
Jlf and /r/ is random or rule-governed. 

(c) They behave like the other alveolar consonants elsewhere, i.e. 
are neutralised as [ 9]. 

light~ <;Iait 
write~ <;lait 
yes~ <;let 
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(19) Alveolar and palato-alveolar consonants harmonise to the point of 
articulation of a following consonant; obligatorily if that consonant 
is velar, optionally if it is labial. 

Examples with a following velar: 

dark-+ ga:k snake -+ I)e:k 
drink -+ gik stuck -+ gAk 
leg -+ gck taxi -+ gcgi: 
ring -+ gil) chocolate -+ gogi: (from: 'chockie ') 
singing-+ gii)iiJ motor-car-+ mu:~ga: 

Note that the process is not limited to word-initial position, e.g. motor
car, and that it may give rise to words' impossible' in English, e.g. snake. 

Examples with a following labial: 

knife -+ maip 
nipple -+ mibu 
stop-+ l;>:>p 
table-+ l;>e:bu 

room-+wum 
rubber-+ I;>Ab;} 
shopping-+ w:>bin 
zebra-+ wi:b;} 

Note that the process applies differentially to stops (table, stop, etc.) and 
some continuants (room, zebra, shopping, etc.). The rule is optional before 
labials to allow for :1 

stop -+ ~bp (in free variation with [l;>:>p]) 
stamp-+ <;icp 
drum-+ <;lAm 

This form of consonant harmony was very typical of A's speech, and 
in fact some form of consonant harmony appears to be universal. 

(2o) /f, vf become [w] prevocalically. 

feet-+ wi:t 
finger -+ wii);} 
fire-+ wre: 

flower -+ wrew;} 
caravan-+ 'grew;}wren 

Once formulated in terms of distinctive features (see below, p. 30) this 
rule also applies to the output of rule R19, thereby accounting for the 
initial [ w] in : 

shopping -+ w:>bin 
zebra-+ wi:b;} 

room-+wum 
driving -+ waibin 

• It may be obligatory if the consonant is a nasal, but the number of examples is too 
small to be certain. 
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(21) Post-consonantal alveolar consonants are deleted. 

empty -+ chi: 
taxi -+ gcgi: 
mixer -+ mig;} 

There are not many words with consonant clusters left by this stage of 
the rules; but clusters of two obstruents have not been simplified as yet, 
and this rule performs this function. 

(22) Alveolar consonants are optionally deleted in final position. 

broken -+ l;>ugu: 
carpet -+ ga: hi: 
cupboard-+ gAb;} 

moon-+ mu: 
open-+ ubu: 
telephone-+ <;icwi:bu: 

The rule is optional to allow for such examples as: 

moon-+ mu:n (in free variation with [mu:]) 
telephone-+ <;icwi:bu:n (in free variation with [ <;icwi:bu:]) 
head -+ Et etc. 

(23) All alveolar and palato-alveolar consonants fall together as alveo
lars. That is, /J. 3,1 tJ, d3, j, rf are neutralised as (ultimately) ldl -
with allophones [t], [ d], [ <;i]. 

brush-+ !;>At 
church -+ <;i;}:t 
John-+ <;i:>n 

yes-+ <;let 
write -+ <;iait 

(24) All non-sonorant consonants are non-continuant, non-strident, 
non-affricated and non-lateral. This neutralises the affricates 
ftJ, d3{, the stridents /f, v, s, z, J, 3, tJ, d3/ and the non-sonorant 
continuants /f, v, e, '5, s, z, J, 3/ as 19.1 or, in the case of /f/ in non
initial position, as I b I - with allophones [p] , [b], [I;>]. 

bus -+ !;>At John -+ <;i:>n 
brush -+ !;>At bath -+ l;>a:t 
zoo-+ <;iu: 
church -+ <;i;}:t 

(25) All consonants are voiced. 

teddy -+ <;lcdi: 
Daddy -+ <;lcdi: 
drink-+ gik 

other -+ Ad;} 
knife -+ maip 

kiss-+ gik 
sock-+ g:>k 
lock-+ g:>k 

1 No examples occurred at this stage, but cf. garage-+ [gre01<;l] from stage 9 · 
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This rule gets rid of the adult voicing contrast, and every word which 
contains a voiceless consonant in ESP is affected. It should be noted that 
this rule refers to the child's system; it does NOT affect the phonetic rule 
which gives the allophonic differences between [d] and [c;l] or [g] and [k] 
above, and which is discussed in 2.2. I below. 

(26) All non-vowels are true consonants. 

This rule eliminates the difference between consonants and glides for A. 
In his system, as described below, there is no crucial difference between 
these two categories. The motivation for this rule becomes clearer when 
we see the consonantal behaviour of fwf for A at later stages (see below, 
p. Io7), but note already that [v] and [w] are in free variation for A, and 
that ESP fvf usually corresponds to his lwl. 

2.1.2 ,!"ormal statement of the realisation rules. The realisation rules 
listed and exemplified above can be formalised as follows. The same 
numbering is retained. 

(I) [ + nasal]l-+ 0/-- [-voiced] 

RI must precede Rzi and Rz 5. 

RI must precede R2I as the latter also acts to simplify consonant 
clusters, but deletes the second rather than the first. RI deletes the nasal 
in, e.g., tent-+ [c;let], whereas if R21 preceded, tent would become [c;len]. 

RI must precede Rzs as the latter neutralises the voicing distinction 
essential to the correct statement of the environment of RI. Were Rzs to 
precede RI there would be no means of distinguishing mend and meant 
for instance. 

(2) [+cons]-+ 0/[ +nasal] [+voiced] 

Rz must precede R3 and Rzs. 

The justification for making Rz precede R3 is slight. At this stage it 
means that R3 can be more simply formulated, i.e. it refers merely to one 
segment rather than a sequence. However, by the next stage Rz has been 
modified so that it no longer operates intervocalically, with the result 
that R3 has to be complicated anyway ( cf. the development of Rz and R3 
in 3.I p. 54 below). 

R2 must precede Rzs for the same reason as must R1. 
1 See Appendix B for the matrix of distinctive features presupposed for the adult 

consonant system which is the input to these rules. 
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It would be possible to conflate RI and Rz as: 

[+cons] -+ 01{[ +nasal] [-voiced]} 
[+nasal] [+voiced] 

but this still fails to capture adequately the generalisation that nasal 
clusters are simplified differentially according to the voicing of the non
nasal segment; and the saving of one 0 is not particularly exciting.1 

( ) [ + coronal] -+ [ - coro~al ] /-- ( [+syllabic]) [+ lateral] 3 - del rel -an tenor - stress 

It is clear that R3, as formulated here, misses the generalisation that 
the 'velarisation' of coronals takes place before a velarised (dark) [l]. 
There are various ways of expressing this, but none seems entirely satis
factory. For instance, if we use the redundant features [+high, +back] 
as an additional characterisation of the (usually syllabic) /1/, we can then 
express the change as: 

[
+cor]-+ [ + high] 
-d.r. +back 

i.e. an assimilation rule, and then let marking conventions convert the 
coronals to velars (see Chomsky and Halle, I968, p. 429, n. IS, for a 
comparable instance). The trouble with this alternative is that the rule 
needs a more complex environment and that even its structural change 
is no simpler, as we have to use the two features [high] and [back] in 
place of the two features [coronal] and [anterior], and still invoke a series 
of linking conventions. The position would be improved if our evalua
tion metric was somewhat more sophisticated such that a change of a 
feature to the same feature in its environment was less costly than a 
change to an unrelated feature, 2 i.e. if: 

[ 
h. h] [ + lateral] 

[ + cor] -+ : b~~k /-- : ~~~~ 
were less complex than: 

[

+lateral] 
[+cor]-+ [ = cor] /-- +high 

ant +back 

1 The merit of the conflation is that it does allow the collapsing of two rules which 
are part of a 'conspiracy ' to reduce clusters. On the other hand it makes use of the 
suspect device of disjunctive brackets. For discussion of both these points, see 5·3· 

2 At present this is the case only if there are two such changes, such that the a notation 
can be used to abbreviate the possibilities. This is clearly not feasible here. 
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leaving aside the problem of the redundancy of the environmental 
features. An alternative convention, which in this case would have the 
same result, would be to evaluate as less costly a change involving 
features relatively low in a feature hierarchy, i.e. here [high] and [back] 
are presumably lower in the hierarchy and hence more likely to change 
than [coronal] and [anterior] (see Smith, 1969, p. 406, for comparable 
suggestions on evaluation). 

A further difficulty is that, in general, it is not the case that the marking 
conventions link into A's realisation rules. (For a brief discussion of this, 
see 5.3.1 below.) 

R3 must precede R6, R7, R19 and R24. 
R3 must precede R6 as the latter removes /1/ in final position, a seg

ment which is necessary for stating the environment of R3. 
The justification for making R3 precede R7 came in fact at a much 

later stage but may be adduced n~. With words such as pistol where 
there is a sequence fstf rather tnfn a single segment in the environment 
before f(g)l/, the child's form turns up with an alveolar not a velar
[pit'dl] - in other words, fstf is treated like fsf not /t/ .1 If the fsf were 
deleted by R7 before the operation of R3 there would be no means of 
capturing this fact. 

R3 must precede R19 as the assimilation exhibited in this latter rule 
may operate to a velar segment produced by R3. For instance, the word 
noddle turns up as [xpgu], where the [g] has arisen as a result of R3, and 
the /n/ has become [IJ] as a result of R19. 

R3 must precede R24 as the latter rule neutralises the distinction 
between segments with delayed release and those with non-delayed re
lease, a crucial part of the structural description of the rule. 

(4) [+syllabic] -+ [!~~~~] /[- stress] [+lateral] * 
-tense 

Contrary to the informal description of this rule on p. 15, this for
malisation turns a schwa to [ u] before a final /1/. The justification for this 
is the manner of the disappearance of this rule, where the two segments 
were treated differently, e.g. apple was first [ cbu ], then [ rebul] with [ u] 
not ['d], and only later was it [repgl] with ['d]. At this stage the earlier 
characterisation in terms of syllabic m would have been sufficient. 

R4 must precede R6 and Rr8. 

1 This was generally the case with A; see below, p. 6o . 
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R4 must precede R6 for the same reason as must R3. 
R4 must precede Rr8, specifically part (c) of R18, as the latter neu

tralises the fd -1/ distinction in certain environments. (It should be ob
served that the need for R4 to precede Rr8 is marginal, as R6 would in 
any case remove all such occurrences of JIJ before R18 could apply.) 

(5) . -+ [+nasal]/[ +nasal] [ +syllabxc]-[ 
+ coronal ] . 
+ contmuant opt 

Rs must precede R6 and R24. 
Rs must precede R6 as the coronal continuant which is turned 

optionally into a nasal, may begin as a lateral which would otherwise be 
removed by R6. 

Rs must precede R24 because the latter neutralises the continuant/ 
non-continuant distinction crucial to the statement of the former. 

(6) [+lateral] -+ 0/-{[* t l]} + consonan a 

R6 must precede Rr7, Rr8 and R24. 
R6 must precede Rr7 as final /1/ is always deleted and does not har

monise with a preceding labial or velar in the way the other coronals do. 
R6 must precede Rr8 and R24 as, together, these two latter rules 

eliminate the distinction between /1/ and the other coronals in favour of 
[d], which is non-sonorant and non-lateral. 

(7) [:~::~~:ant]-+ 0/--[ -syllabic] 
+stndent 
-voiced 

The specifications [-voiced] and [+anterior] are probably redundant, 
as there were no examples of pre-consonantal /z/ or /Sf in the data. The 
specification of the environment as [-syllabic] rather than [+con
sonantal] is made to include fwf in the purview of the rule (/j / became a 
problem later; see below, p. s8). 

R7 must precede R8, Rr6, Rzr, R24 and possibly R23 and Rzs. 
R7 must precede R8 because of the differential treatment of fswf and 

JCwj clusters (where Cis any consonant other than /sf); see the remarks 
on p. r6 above. 

R7 must precede Rr6 for an analogous reason; namely, the differential 
treatment of /s/ plus sonorant and /Cf plus sonorant clusters. 
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R7 must precede Rzr for the same reason as must RI. 
R7 must precede R24 because the latter neutralises the continuant/ 

non-continuant and strident/non-strident distinctions crucial for 
stating the former. 

If preconsonantal fzf or /J/ occurred in the adult forms that A re
interpreted, and if such forms were treated differently to preconsonantal 
Jsj, then R7 would have to precede R23 and R25. There is no evidence. 

(8) [+consonantal] -> [- coro~al J /[+ cons] [-cons] [ + syll]--
+ an tenor +ant 

R8 must precede Rr6 and Rr7. 
R8 must precede Rr6 as the latter deletes, inter alia, post-consonantal 

Jw / which is the crucial part of the environment of R8. 
R8 must precede Rr7 to account for the change of, e.g., quite to [kaip] 

rather than *[kaik]. 

r
: ~~~~:~ant] . . 

(9) + t 'd t -+ 0/# - -[ +syllable] [ +antenor] s n en opt · 

+anterior 

R9 must precede Rr9, R23 and R24. 
R9 must precede Rr9 to prevent the harmonisation of the initial Jsf to 

[9] in examples such as soup(-+ [u:p]). 
R9 must precede R23 as the latter neutralises the distinction between 

anterior and non-anterior consonants, a distinction which is essential for 
the operation of this and the following rule. 

R9 must precede R24 because the latter neutralises the continuant/ 
non-continuant and strident/non-strident distinctions crucial to the 
statement of the former. 

r
: ~~~~~:~ant] . (ro) + t ·d t -+ 0/#--[ +syllable] [-coronal] s n en opt 

-anterior 

Rro must precede the same rules, Rr9, Rz3 and Rz4, as must R9. 
Rro must precede Rr9 to prevent the harmonisation of initial /J/ to 

[9] or [g] in words such as sharp (-+ [ a:p]) and sugar (-+ [ ug;)]). 
Rro must precede R23 and R24 for the same reasons as must R9. 
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r 
: ~~~~~:~antl 

(u) +strid~nt -+ 0/-# 
+antenor 
+voiced 

Ru must precede Rr7, R24 and Rzs. 
Rr r must precede R17 to prevent the final /z/ in forms such as goes 

from harmonising to the initial consonant. 
Rr I must precede Rz4 as the latter neutralises the continuant/non

continuant, strident/non-strident and delayed release/non-delayed 
release contrasts, and final fzf is treated differently from final /d/, fof 
and Jd3/· 

Ru must precede Rz5 as the latter neutralises the adult voicing con-
trast, and final /z/ and Js/ are treated differently. 

( rz) [+nasal] -+ [+ coro~al J /X [ +syllabic]- -
+ an tenor - stress 

where X =!= /!J / 
Rrz must precede Rr9 as otherwise a stem final coronal consonant 

followed by an /iTJ/ suffix1 would itself become velar, whereas it in fact 
retains its coronality. 

[

-syllabic l · 
( 13) -consonantal -+ 0 

-sonorant 

Rr 3 must precede Rr8, specifically part (a) of Rr8, as the presence of 
an initial /h/ in the adult form does not prevent the appearance of an [I] 
in the child's form: cf., e.g., hello-+ [du:], and note the remarks on MSz 
below, p. 48. It would be possible to order Rr3 after Rr8 if we compli
cated the environment of the latter. This would then enable us to group 
all context-.free realisation rules in a block; cf. the discussion in section 

4·3·6. 

. [ +syllabic] ( 14) [+syllable] -+ 0/ #(C) [-stress] C 
+stress 

Rr4 must precede Rr6 or Rzi. 
Rr4 must precede Rr6 as the deletion of an unstressed interconsonan

tal vowel may give rise to a cluster which is then simplified by the latter 
rule, e.g. banana -+ [9a:n;)] discussed on p. r8 above. We should in 

1 In fact, as mentioned on p. 18, the / iTJ/ need not be a separate morpheme. 
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fact get the correct result even if Rq. did not precede RI6 as long as it 
preceded R21. I have made it precede RI6 on the slender basis of my 
intuition that belong and banana ([l;>:>IJ] and [ba:n;:>]) are the result of the 
same process, and that belong loses its 111 by the same rule which gives 
us [l;m:] from blue. There is some evidence for the latter in that belong 
became [bbiJ] as soon as other [Cl] clusters appeared. Unfortunately the 
treatment by A of words containing unstressed initial syllables was in
consistent; cf. the following examples taken from various stages: 

tomato ~ ma:du: behind ~ aind 
potato ~ l;>e:du: without~ aut 
pyjamas ~ 9-a:m;:> etc. 

The last two may be explicable in terms of their internal structure, but 
the pair potato and pyjamas seems to indicate that it is impossible to make 
a generally valid statement (see 4-·3+ below). 

(I 5) [: ~~:~~~~ l ~ 0/olF --[ + coro~al J 
. opt + contmuant 

-contmuant 

The environment [+coronal, +continuant] in fact refers to 11, r, j, s, 
z, e, <5, J, 31, but non-sonorants and 111 do not occur in this position in 
English; and ljl did not occur in the data. 

RI 5 must precede RI 6, R2 I and R24-. 
RI5 must precede RI6, as otherwise ldrl clusters of this exceptional 

type would be reduced to [ d] rather than [ r]. As RI 5 is optional and RI 5 
and RI6 together cover all cases of consonant plus sonorant clusters, it 
would of course be possible to order RI6 first and make it optional and 
RI5 obligatory. The sequence given has been chosen because RI6 ex
presses the regular situation, RI 5 the exceptional one. 

RI 5 must precede R21 for the same reason as must RI. 
RI 5 must precede R24- as the latter neutralises the distinction between 

continuant and non-continuant segments; a contrast needed to state the 
input to the former rule. 

(I6) [ +sonorant] ~ 01[ +consonantal]--

RI6 must precede RI8, specifically part (c) of RI8, as the latter makes 
11, r, jl, all of which may potentially occur postconsonantally, non
sonorant. 

(I ) [+coronal] ~ [- coro~al J I [- coro~al J [ + s llabic J--
7 -nasal - antenor - an tenor y 
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There is no evidence to indicate that RI7 should precede any other 
rule.1 

[

+coronal l 
(I 8) +continuant ~ 

+sonorant 

(b) 

([ :::•]) [ +syll]-[ +syll] 

[+lateral] I 
- -[ +syll] [!~~~tl [ +syll] 

+son 

{[ :~~:]} {[ +syll]-[ +syll] 

(a) 

[-son] (c) 

The subparts of this rule are disjunctively ordered. 

RI8 must precede Rig and R24-. 
RI8 must precede Rig so that the coronal Ill in words such as like can 

be made non-sonorant before it is made non-coronal by Rig. 
RI8 must precede R24- as the latter operates on the output of part (c). 

That is an 11, r, jl which is not retained as [1], converted to [w], or deleted 
by RI8(a, b), becomes non-sonorant by RI8(c) and then becomes non
continuant and non-lateral (i.e. [d]) by R24- (see the examples onp. Ig 
above). 

[
- coronal] . [ - coronal] (Ig) [+coronal]~ . 1--[ +syllabiC] . 
aantenor aantenor 

Originally this rule was probably more general, with the input simply 
specified as [ + consonantalJ.2 This is indicated by various ' remnant ' 
forms such as: 

Cooper~ pu:p;:> 
Grandpa~ l;>AbA 

That the harmony was never quite complete is shown by the nonce 
early form [ 9-:>k] for sock which, by stage I , was invariably [g:>k]. 

Rig must precede R2o so that the latter can convert to [w] not only 
the adult If, vi, i.e. [-coronal, +anterior] segments, but also those seg
ments, such as an original lz, J, r I which are made [+anterior] by the 

1 But cf. the discussion on rule ordering in 4.2.2. 
2 The fact that in the present system (i.e. Chomsky and Halle, 1968) it is not more 

simple is an anomaly I have indicated before; see p. 24 above. 
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operation of R19. (See the examples on p. 20 above, and the derivations 
in 2.1.3 below.) 

+anterior . 

[

-coronal J 
(2o) . -+ [ +sonorant]/--[ +syllable] 

+contmuant 
-lateral 

The somewhat unexpected feature [- lateral] is to exclude /1/ from 
the set of items which harmonise to [w] before labials. That is, we have: 

room-+wum 
Robbie -+ w;,bi: 

but: slipper -+ 9ib::> *wib::> 

There was, in fact, one exception: rubber-band-+ [QAb::>bren] instead of 
the expected *[wAb::>bren]. This was probably a remnant form from a 
period of more general consonant harmony, but data are too scarce to be 
sure. 

The feature [ + sonorant] is used rather than the more likely [-con
sonantal] because of the apparently consonantal status of [w] in A's own 
speech. (See below, p. 46, and R26.) 

R2o must precede R24 as the latter neutralises the continuant/non
continuant distinction crucial for the former. 

(21) [+coronal]-+ 0/[ +consonantal]-

(22) [+coronal]-+ 0/-* 
opt 

Were it not for the optionality of R22 these two rules could be con
flated, though the saving effect would be minimal. 

(23) [+coronal]-+ [+anterior] 

Note that this rule is equivalent to MS8 (see below, p. 5o). 

[

-del rel J 
-strident 

(24) [ -sonorant]-+ t' t -con muan 
-lateral 

We need the specification [- sonorant], rather than [-syllabic], so 
that those occurrences of /1, r, j/ which were made [- sonorant] by 
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R18(c) fall together with jdj, whereas those occurrences of flf and fwf 
which survive, or are created by R2o, retain their status. 

(25) [+segment]-+ [+voiced] 

(26) [-syllabic]-+ [ + consonantal]1 

For a tabular display of all the ordering relations, see 4.2.2 below; and 
for a discussion of the implications of the formal differences between the 
last few rules and all the preceding ones, see 4.3.6. 

2.1.3 Derivations exemplifying the realisation rules. Having enu
T-erated the realisation rules above, I will now further ill~strate thel.r 
working by giving a number of derivations showing mappings from 
ESP to A's phonological system. It should be noted throughout that 
vowel changes and allophonic or free variation accounted for by A's 
phonetic rules (see 2.2.4 below) are left unexplained. The form of the 
derivations is given as follows. The first line has the relevant example in 
orthography, followed by a phonetic representation of A's pronunciation 
of it, and a phonemic representation of it in terms of his system. The 
next line starts with the word in ESP phonemic transcription and relates 
this by an arrow to an intermediate form, to the right of which occurs (in 
parentheses) the number of the realisation rule which effects the change. 
Succeeding lines take the right hand side of the preceding line as input, 
and show the effect of further rules upon it. The derivation continues 
until no more rules can apply; i.e. their structural description is not 
satisfied by the form in question, or we have reached the end of the rules. 
It should be observed that the stages intermediate between the adult 
phonemic representation in / ... f and the child's phonemic representa
t ion in j ... j have no theoretical status. It may even be the case that the 
intermediate form can only be represented by means of an ( unpronounce
able) matrix of distinctive features (see (ii) below). 

(i) snake [IJe:k] !IJe:gj 

fsneik/ -+ neik (7) 
neik -+ IJeik (19) 
IJeik -+ IJeig (25)2 

1 'True consonants' (seep. 22) thus means: [-syllabic, +consonantal]. Note that 
this definition is not co-extensive with that in Chomsky and Halle, 1968. 

2 Rules which apply vacuously are not specified, e.g. Rz6 in each derivation. 
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(ii) like 

flaik/ 

[ 1 ] 'k - son al 

[gaik] 

[ 1 J ik -+ -son a 

[

-cor ] -ant 

~ -:on •ik 

-cor 
-ant 

Jgaig/ 

{I8c) 

-son 
_del rel aik (24) i.e. gaik 

gaik 

(iii) stamp 

fstremp/ 
strep 
trep 

trep 

(iv) knife 

/naif/ 
maif 
maip 

(v) handle 

fhrendalf 
hrenal 
hrerpl 
hreiJul 
hreiJu 

(vi) driving 

fdraiviiJ / 
draivin 

-cont 
- lateral 

-+ gaig 

[9ep] 

-+ strep 
-+ trep 
-+ trep 

-+ dreb 

[maip] 

-+ maif 
-+ ma1p 
-+ maib 

( £I)U] 

-+ hrenal 
-+ hreiJal 
-+ h reiJul 
-+ hreiJu 
-+ reiJu 

[waibin] 

-+ draivin 
-+ ra1v1n 

(25) 

Jdeb J 

(I) 
(7) 
(I 9) fails to apply - note that 

it is optional if a = + 
(25) 

Jmaib/ 

{I9) 
(24)1 
(25) 

Jc:IJu/ 
(2) 

(3) 
(4) 
(6) 

{I3) 

Jwaibin/ 

{I2) 

(I 5) 
1 The change from a labio-dental to a bilabial articulation is assumed. 
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ra1vm [ 
r J .. ->- a1v1n 

-son 

[ _ :on J aivin -+ - cor aivin [
-son] 

+ant 

[
-son] [ +son] -cor a1vm -+ - cor a1v1n 
+ant +ant 

(zo) i.e. waivin 

WalVlll -+ waibin 

Note that the rules as formulated make the counter-intuitive claim that 
frf goes from [ + sonorant] to [- sonorant] to [ + sonorant] . This is 
clearly farcical; even if there are precedents in the literature ( cf. the 
treatment of the underlined vowel in tabyJar, [trebjala] in Chomsky and 
Halle, I968, p. 197, which is inserted by rule as a lax u; is tensed and 
unrounded by a second rule, and is then made lax and reduced by a 
third rule!) and is probably an indication that the child is really operating 
in terms of segments of a phonemic nature rather than a featural nature, 
and that the rules are to that extent inadequate (see below, p. I89, for 
some discussion). 

(vii) milk 

/milk/ 
mik 

(viii) lorry 

fbri:/ 

[mik] 

-+ mik 
-+ mlg 

[bli:] 

-+ b li: 

JmigJ 

(6) 
(zs) 

Jbli:J 

( I8, 23) 

(RI8 makes /r/ lateral; R23 makes it anterior) 

(ix) smell 

fsmd/ 
smc:n 

[men] 

-+ smc:n 
-+ mc:n 

JmcnJ 

(S) 
(7) 

The change of the /n/ to [-lateral] is assumed. If it were required to 
capture this formally, it would necessitate adding [-continuant] to Rs, 
deleting the feature [lateral] from R24 and having a final rule: [- con
tinuant] -+ [-lateral]. 

STA 
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(x) tweet 

ftwi:t/ 
twi:p 
ti:p 
pl:p 

(xi) sun 

(a) /sAn/ 
(b) /sAn/ 

SAn 
tAn 

(xii) sugar 

/Jugd/ 

(xiii) please 

fpli:zl 
pli: 
pi: 

[bi:p] 

- twi:p 
- ti:p 
- pl:p 
- bi:b 

[All]/ [ ~All] 

- All 
- SAn 
- tAn 
- dAn 

[bi:] 

- pli: 
- pl: 
- hi: 

(xiv) banana [ba:nd] 

fbd1na:nd/ - bna:nd 
bna:nd - ba:nd 

(xv) cloth 

/kb8/ 
ko8 
kox 
kok 

(xvi) empty1 

/empti:f 
epti: 
epi: 

(xvii) broken 

[gok] 

- ko8 
- kox 
- kok 
- gog 

[ ebi:] 

- epti: 
- epi: 
- ebi: 

[l;mgu:] 

fbrdukdn/ - bdukdn 
baubn - bdub 
bdub 

lbi:b l (cf. p. I6 above) 

(8) 
(I6) 

{I9) 
(25) 

I An/ dAn I 
{9) If the option is chosen. 
( 9) If the option is not chosen. 
(24) 
(25) 

fugd/ 
( 10) Assuming the option is 

taken. 

lbi: l 

{II) 
{I6) 
(25) 

lba:ndl 

{I4) 
{I6) 

lgogl 

( I6) 
{I7) 
(24) 
(25) 

lebi: l 

{I) 
{2I) 
(25) 

lbugu:l 

(I6) 
(22) 

(25) 
1 With the meaning ' cup'. 
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The vowel pattern is the manifestation of a remnant vowel harmony rule. 

(xviii) slipper 

fslipd/ 

lipd 

[ 
1 

] ipd --son 

[bibd] 

Because of the specification [+lateral], Rzo cannot apply. 

[ ~::lj ipd - r~::l]lpd (24) i.e. bipd 
+lat lat 

-cont 

bipd - bibd (25) 

2.1.4 Exceptions. The rules formulated and exemplified above account 
for about 97 per cent of A's vocabulary. There is, however, a small 
residue of irregular forms for which the rules make the wrong predic
tions. I list these here: 

I aeroplane- [e:bd?e:n] 
2 brief-case- [bi:kkeit] 
3 Granna - [lrela:] ( cf. Grandpa - [bAh A]) 
4 greedy- [gi:di:] 
5 lawn-mower- [mo:md] 
6 little- [ ~idi:] 
7 lolly - [ oli:] 
8 telephone - [ ~ewi: bu :] 

I am not treating as exceptional for present purposes either: (a) words 
which are imitations of adult baby forms : 

cat-+ [lmi:au] dog -+ [ wowo] 
chocolate-+ [goki:fgogi:] urinate -+ [wi:wi:] 

or (b) are exceptional only in that they retain a canonical form exempli
fying the vowel harmony of a yet earlier stage: 

broken-+ [bugu:] (see example (xvii) above) 
open-+ [ubu:] 

2 · 2 
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Examples 3 and 6 above come partially under this rubric but have 
other exceptional features as well. Example 3 appears to exemplify con
sonant harmony conditioned by the liquid of the adult form f'grrena:J. 
To account for [lrela:] we should have to extend R15 to non-coronals, 
and assume that in a word containing all sonorants the liquids were 
favoured. The quality of the vowel is positionally determined; see 
broken etc. above. The form Grandpa-?- [I;>AbA] is analogous except that 
for reasons unknown the dominant consonant was the /p/, i.e. /grrempa:J 
loses the Jmj by R1, the Jr/ by R16, is voiced by Rzs and merely requires 
an extension of R19 to non-coronals again to provide the child's form.1 

Example 5, lawn-mower, appears to be the converse of 3 with regard to 
the dominance or otherwise of the nasal. Example 6, little, is odd, and 
was exceptional throughout A's development (see Appendix C). 
Example 1, aeroplane, is perhaps partially regular, if we consider the 
metathesis rule which became productive at a later stage (see pp. 98f. 
below) and which would transpose Jrj and /p/. We would thus have the 
derivation: 

Je~r~plein/ -?- e~r~pein 
e~r~pein -?- e~p~rein 
e~p~rein -?- e~p~ein 
e~p~ein-?- e~b~ein 

(16) 
(metathesis) 
(18b) 
(zs) 

leaving the only irregularity the glottal stop, which is not completely 
unexpected in such an environment. 

Example 2, brief-case, seems to be merely a case of irregular but not 
surprising assimilation. Example 7, lolly(pop), I have no explanation for 
unless it was a subconscious avoidance of homonymic clash: lolly should 
have become [bli:] which was also the form assumed by lorry and 
trolley. However, as massive homonymy never worried A at any other 
time this seems an unlikely reason. Example 8, telephone, is irregular in 
having [b] instead of [ w]. In fact there are too few examples to tell 
whether this is really regular; i.e. that rule Rzo should be constrained to 
initial position and that caravan-?- ['grew~wren], here described as 
regular, is really irregular; or whether they are both regular and we 
should have different rules in this one position for jfj and Jv/. 

1 One other pre-stage 1 example of a comparable nature occurred : Cooper->- [pu:p:!]. 
The voicelessness appeared to be random. 
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2.2 A's phonology as a self-contained system 

In the first part of this chapter I set up an ordered series of realisation 
rules mapping adult forms of English into the (phonemic) forms that the 
child actually produced. In this section I want to look at the formal 
properties of the system that the child appeared superficially to be 
utilising; i.e. his output, as opposed to the system he was exposed to. 
The discussion in chapter 4 will show that I agree largely with Stampe 
( 1970, p. 4) that 'no evidence whatsoever has been advanced to support 
this assumption [that the child has a phonemic system of his own
NVS] ' ; but without attempting a detailed analysis of the putative system, 
and viewing its properties both synchronically and diachronically, it is 
impossible to judge whether or not it actually does have any psycho
logical reality for the child. 

2.2.1 Informal exemplification of A's system. Restricting ourselves 
to the consonant system for the moment, we can describe A's phonology 
by reference to only eight phonemes: 

lb d g m n IJ w II 
That is, we have a voiced plosive series: bilabial, alveolar and velar 
(b, d, g); a nasal series with the same points of articulation ( m, n, IJ); and 
two continuants: one labio-velar semi-vowel (w) and a lateral liquid (1). 

It should be emphasised that the child's phonetic output is not as 
simple as the reduced system above might lead one to believe. Although 
the eight phonemes cited were the only consistently distinctive segments, 
they had different realisations as the result of allophonic and free varia
tion. Thus the plosives, represented here by lb, d, gl, each had three 
allophones: 

voiceless, unaspirated, Ienis in initial position 
voiced, unaspirated, lenis in medial position 
voiceless, fortis (aspirated or unaspirated) in final position 

[1;>, <;i, g] 
[b, d, g] 
[p, t, k] 

The nasals and continuants had no obvious allophonic variants, but the 
latter had a number of free variants. Thus lwl was realised usually as a 
voiced, labio-velar frictionless continuant, [ w]; but often (especially 
intervocalically) as a voiced labio-dental fricative, [ v]; and occasionally 
as a voiced bilabial fricative, [B]. The lateral liquid was most usually 
apico-alveolar, but occasionally a lamina! variant was heard; and once or 
twice a lengthened, quasi-syllabic variant appeared. 
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Although the statement of allophonic variation for the plosives above 
reflects the commonest situation, it was not unusual to hear the 'wrong' 
allophones on occasions; for instance, an initial [p, t, or k] or a final 
[l;>, <;l or g]. This latter was particularly common if the relevant plosive 
was not utterance final; e.g. [gug nait] for goodnight. It is, however, quite 
certain that there was no controlled contrast between voiced and voice
less, aspirated or unaspirated until a much later stage (seep. 112 below). 

Examples of all the consonant phonemes, followed by an illustrative 
word in phonetic and phonemic transcription, together with their adult 
equivalent in ordinary orthography, are given below: 

lbl [1l;>e:bu] lbe:bul table 

lml 

In I 

IIJ I 

lwl 

Ill 

[l;>Ap] lbAbl bump 
[ 1<;ledi:] ldedi:l Daddy, teddy 
[a:t] la:dl hard 
[gAk] lgAgl truck 
[gip] lgib l crib 
[g;):g;m] lgAg;)nl curtain 
[mo:] lmo: l more 
[gi:m] lgi:ml cream 
[nu:] lnu:l nose 
[go:n;)] I go:n;) I corner 
[gin] I gin I skin 
[IJeik] IIJe:gl snake 
[gil)iiJ] lgil)il) I singing 
[ 1winu:] lwinu: l window 
[I grew;) wren] 
(igrew;)vren] 
[ 1bli:] 
[du:] 

lgew~wenl 
lbli:l 
lelu:l 

caravan 
lorry 
hello 

The vowel system at this stage was both more fluid and more complex, 
in that A appeared to control a greater number of contrasts than he did 
in the consonant system, but with a much greater degree of alternation 
and free variation. The system was as follows: 

li: i e: e re: a: ~= A ::> o: u u:l 

That is, we have close front and back vowels, which have both tense 
(i:, u:) and lax (i, u) congeners; half-close front and back tense vowels 
(e:, o:); half-open lax vowels (e, ::>, A); and two tense open vowels 
(re:, a:). There was also a schwa(~) occurring in unstressed syllables only; 
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and two diphthongs ( ai, au) and a partially controlled tense central 
vowel (;):). 

The relationship of these vowels to adult ESP is fairly straightforward. 
An enumeration of the correspondences exemplifying each of A's 
vowels follows: 

li:l corresponds to adult fi: / 
Iii corresponds to adult /i/ 
I e: I corresponds to adult fei/ 

[wi:t] = feet 
[gil)] = ring 
[ <;le:n] = rain 

There was frequently a diphthongal offglide to this segment, thus: [ ei]; 
but the onset was consistently closer than ESP. 

lei corresponds to adult fef 
/ref 
/e~/ 

Ire: I corresponds to adult fai~/ 

[l;>en] = pen 
[men] = man (and 'men') 
[<;le] = chair 
[wre:] = fire 

In my speech fai;)/ is frequently monophthongal. 

Ia: I corresponds to adult fa:/ [a:t] = hard 
I~= I corresponds to adult f~ :f [w~:gin] =working 

It is hard to be certain whether 1~:1 was distinct from la:l on the one 
hand and IAI on the other. Phonetically all occurred, but there was 
probably only a two-way contrast phonemically. 

IAI corresponds to adult /A/ [l;>At] = brush 
1::>1 corresponds to adult /::>/ [g::>k] = cloth 

This was only intermittently distinct from IAI. 

lo: I corresponds to adult /::>:/ [ mo:] = more 
foif [no:ni:] = noisy 

lui corresponds to adult fuf [wut] = foot 
m [l;>::>gu] = bottle 

lu:l corresponds to adult fu: f [gu:] = screw 
f;)uf [u:p] = soap and soup 

I ail corresponds to adult faif' [ <;lait] = light 
I au I corresponds to adult /auf [ <;laun] = down 

On occasions I ai I and I au I lost the offglide and fell together with Ire: I· 
There was one occurrence of [::>i]: boy-+ [l;>::>i], although elsewhere foif 
was treated as lo: l, and later as a sequence lo: i:l. No examples of /i~/ or 
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ju'dj were recorded at this stage, but they too were later treated as either 
sequences: 

beard --* I;Ji:a:t 
ear--* t:'d 

or were reduced to the first element: 

poor--* I;Ju (/pu'd/ in my speech). 

With the exception of isolated comments of relevance to the consonantal 
system, I will have little more to say about A's vowels. 

2.2.2 Informal statement of morpheme structure conditions. In 
addition to an inventory of segments, it is obviously also necessary to 
state the restrictions on the co-occurrence of these segments. In other 
words we want to know that lgi:ml (cream) is a possible morpheme for A, 
whilst *lgli:ml is not; that IIJI can occur initially in A's speech even 
though it cannot in ESP, but that it only occurs word finally if the final 
syllable of the word is stressed, and so on. The following conditions list 
all such restrictions for which there is sufficient evidence to make fairly 
rigorous statements. 

( 1) All morphemes1 are of the form: 

(C) V (V) (C(V(C(V(C))))) 

where C is a consonant and V is a vowel, and parentheses indicate 
optionality. That is, every morpheme must contain a vowel which may 
be preceded by at most one consonant, and may be followed by another 
vowel or an alternating sequence of consonants and vowels up to a 
maximum of three syllables. Thus we have: 

V £ (hair) CVCV I;J;,gu (bottle) 
CV I;Ju: (blow) CVCVC I;J;,din (bottom) 
CVC I;Ja:t (bath) CVCVCV QAd'dwai (butterfly) 
VC ret (ant) CVCVCVC <;lcwi:bu:n (telephone) 

The optional vowel (V) is inserted for the sake of a mere two or three 
examples of the type: CVVCV [g;,i:do:] (corridor)- which was tri
syllabic- but this possibility was not really established until a little 
later. In other words, we can say essentially that A's vocabulary contains 
words built on a strictly alternating sequence of consonants and vowels. 

1 As the vast majority of A's words are monomorphemic at this stage, and even 
where polymorphemic fail to give rise to exceptions to this canonical form, we could 
use word just as well here. 
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(2) Within a word all consonants must be Ill ornonemustbe 111. That 
is, we have a form of consonant harmony which allows such possi
bilities as: 

bli : 
du: 
lrela: 

(lorry) 
(hello) 
(Lalla - a name) 

bl'd (troddler) 
;,li: (lolly) 

where all the consonants are III; but ~hich excludes such possibilities as 
ESP llaitl (--* [<;lait]), flaik/ (--* [gaik]), fb;,:lf (--* [I;Jo:]), etc. 

(3) lwl and III may not occur word finally. That is, whereas the 
plosives and nasals are relatively unrestricted in their privileges of oc
currence, the two continuants are restricted to initial and medial posi
tion. In the case of lwl this is a restriction parallel to one for fwf in the 
adult language;1 in the case of III it is a peculiarity of A's own system. 

(4) Within a wordanalveolarconsonant may not precede a .velar con
sonant. Given that we have no consonant clusters, 'precede' here means 
'precede with an intervening vowel'. In other words, in a morpheme of 
the structure: IC1VC2VC3 •• ·I C1 cannot be an alveolar, ld, 1, nl if C2 is a 
velar, lg, IJI; C2 cannot be an alveolar if C3 is a velar, and so on. That is, 
we have examples such as: 

g;,k (cock) 
l;lck (back) 
IJeik (snake) 

but nothing like ESP: 

flaik/ --* gaik 
I dAk/ --* gAk 
fnck/ --* IJEk etc. 

mik (milk) 
w;,:k (walk) 

Examples of this constraint operating between C2 and C3 are limited 
(the number of polysyllabic items in A's vocabulary was not great), but 
a typical one is : 

mu:g'dga: (motor-car) 

In fact the converse of this condition also operated if we exclude nasals 
from the account. That is, within a word a non-nasal alveolar consonant 
may not follow a velar consonant. Clearly, as we have already excluded 

1 But note that lwl is A's reflex of several other ESP consonants (e.g. some occur
rences of /f/), so it cannot be assumed that the constraints will necessarily be the same. 
Cf. p. 107 below, where the constraint is in fact lifted. 
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Ill from cooccurring with any other consonant, we are really saying that 
I d I may not follow a velar. Accordingly we have: 

g:>:n~ (corner) 
gin (skin) 

but nothing comparable to the adult fgud/ (-+ [gug]), fb:t~nf (-+ [~:g;m]) 
fk~utJ/ (-+ [go:k]), etc. 

There was one exception to this condition, namely: 

gi:di: (greedy) 

It should, perhaps, be mentioned that at an earlier stage, the condition 
was more general, and prohibited alveolars from occurring with labials as 
well. See, for example, the somewhat conservative form: 

l?e:bu (table) 

and the free variation between [l?:>p] and [<;bp] for stop. 

(5) Within a word an alveolar nasallnl may precede only other alveo
lar consonants; alternatively, it may not precede labials or velars. That 
is, we have such examples as: 

nait (nice) 
n:>:ni: (noisy) 

but there is nothing comparable to the adult /naif/(-+ [ maip ]), fsneik/ 
(-+ [IJeik]), fnip~l/ (-+ [mibu]) and so on. 

The converse of this condition does not apply. We do find examples 
such as: 

mu:n (moon) 
winu: (window) etc. 

( 6) The velar nasal IIJ I may precede only another velar segment 
IIJ, gl. Thus we have: 

l)eik (snake) 
l)Al)g~ (nanga1) 

but nothing like: ,;:'[l)e:p] or *[l)u:t]. 

(7) Of the nasal consonants lm, n, IJI only the alveolar nasal lnJ can 
occur in an unstressed syllable. The only exception to this is that a velar 

1 This example is taken from the next stage, and is A's attempt at an anglicised ver
sion of the H indi [n;,IJg<l]- naked. I t is included merely to indicate that the gap of 
I!J- IJI is fortuitous in a way that the gap IIJ- ml is notfortuitous: viz. A knew no adult 
word of ESP of the form /n - 1)/. 

l 
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nasal JIJ J may occur in this position provided that the preceding con
sonant is itself JIJ J. Thus we have: 

gig~n (kitchen) 
gil)il) (singing) 

but nothing comparable to the adult fb:>t~m/ (-+ [lpdin]), jrAnil)/ 
(-+ [<,lAflin])', fteikil)/ (-+ [geigin]) and so on. 

There are probably other conditions statable; this is certainly the case 
as regards vowels, for instance, but those above give a reasonably com
plete statement of the restrictions on A's idiolect. 

With eight consonants, and taking the most common canonical forms, 
JCVCJ and JCVCVJ (accounting for 146 out of 225 words recorded 
vocabulary at this stage; i.e. 65 per cent) one should expect 128 ( = 82 x 2) 
consonantal combinations in a totally unconstrained system; whereas in 
fact we only get 49 ; while 58 are excluded and we have 21 random gaps.1 

Of these 49 combinations many occur more than once, either as homo
phones: thus [gAk] ( = JgAgJ) means all of duck, stuck, jug, rug, luck, 
truck, etc. or with different vowels; e.g. both [wrew~]- flower and 
[wowo:]- follow are examples of JwVwVJ. Table I displays all the re
corded occurrences. 

The vertical axis C1 shows the initial consonant in J CVC(V) J structures. 
The horizontal axis C2 shows the second consonant in JCVC(V)Jstruc
tures. Each square is potentially divided into two triangles: the top left 
representing a JCVCJ form, the bottom right a JCVCVJ form. A tick,./, 
indicates that the relevant form occurs and is exemplified below; a 
number, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6, indicates that the form does not occur and is ex
cluded by the MS condition numbered; a gap indicates that the relevant 
form does not occur, but is not excluded by any MS condition, and is 
accordingly viewed as random. 

Thus if we take the top row where the initial consonant (C1) is JbJ, we 
see that the forms: JbVb, bVbV, bVd, bVdV, bVg, bVgV, bVn and 
bVnVJ all occur; that JbVm, bVmV, bVl), and bVIJVJ are all random 

1 A gap is deemed 'random' and therefore not to be accounted for by MS conditions 
if it satisfies the following two criteria: 

(i) There was no realisation rule precluding its occurrence. 
(ii) The gap was filled at a subsequent stage, and at a stage still otherwise charac

terised by the same MS conditions; e.g. lb - I) I does not occur at stage 1, but at 
stage 2 [l;>reiJ] -bang appeared. 

If we took merely ICVCI forms the number of gaps would decrease to only five. It 
should be noted incidentally , that all these conditions generalise to other canonical 
forms as well. The two types ICVCI and ICVCVI have only been taken for exemplifica
tory purposes and because they constitute the majority of examples. 
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TABLE 1. All recorded instances of consonantal 
combinations at stage 1 

c2 b d g m n I) \\' 
cl 

b 2 

d 2 

g 2 

m 2 

n 2 

I) 2 

\\' 

gaps; that JbVwj is excluded by MS3 whereas JbVwVJ occurs, and that 
both JbVl l and JbVlVJ are excluded by MSz. 

Some possibilities: e.g. IIJ VII would be excluded by several conditions 
(2, 3, 6), but only the most general is given. The parentheses around 
JgVdj and JgVdVJ are to indicate that MS4 excludes both, but that 
JgVdVJ, exceptionally, occurs. 

All items occurring are exemplified below, working from left to right 
and top to bottom. The examples are given in phonetic transcription, so 
it must be remembered that the first item, for instance, while phoneti
cally [i;>~:p ], is phonemically J b~:b j. The list is exhaustive of the CVC(V) 
canonical forms found, but obviously not of the data as a whole. The 
totality of the data at stage I is reconstructible from Appendix C. 

i;>~:p 

l;>eibi: 
l;>a:t 

burp 
baby 
bath 

l;>cd~ 

i;>uk 
i;>ugu: 

better 
book 
broken 
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b~:n burn rna it mtce 
l;>a:n~ banana mik milk 
(lwi:brewu: wheel-barrow)1 mtg~ 1n1xer 
<:!rep stamp mo:m~ lawn-mower 
<:J~: t shirt m1m mend 
<:lid~ SCISSOrS nait nice 
<:!Am drum no:di: naughty 
<:Jon John no:ru: noisy 
(<:!Anin running)1 IJeik snake 
gip crib wop shop 
gAb~ cupboard wi:b~ zebra 
gi:di: greedy wot wash 
gok cloth wo:k fork 
ga:gi: glasses (w~:gin working)l 
gi:m cream 

I 
wum room 

gi:n clean WAn one 
go:n~ corner wmu: window 
gAl) tongue WiiJ swing 
(gii)iiJ singing)1 WiiJ~ finger 
(!grew~ wren caravan)1 wowu: follow 
matp knife bli: lorry 
mibu nipple 

2.2.3 Formal statement of morpheme structure conditions. The 
foregoing characterisation of A's phonology at 2 years 6o days can be 
formalised along the following lines. The inventory of distinctive syste
matic phonemes, restricting ourselves to the consonants, can be expressed 
in the following matrix (table 2) :2 

TABLE 2. Matrix of A's consonant phonemes at stage 1 

b d g m n I) w 

consonantal + + + + + + + + 
syllabic 
coronal + + + 
an terior + + + + + + 
nasal + + + 
continuant + + 

1 Although CVCV items of the requisite shape did not occur at this stage, the 
examples given seem close enough to warrant their inclusion here. 

2 See Appendix B for a matrix characterisation of the adult consonant system. 
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Notes 

(I) Following the suggestion in Chomsky and Halle, Ig68 (p. 354), 
I use the major class features [consonantal] and [syllabic]; the feature 

. . [ + consonantal] [vocahc] 1s not used.1 All consonants are II b" ; vowels are 
-sy a 1c 

[
- consonantal] 
+syllabic · 

( ) G . h nfi . [-syllabic J 2 1ven t e co guratwn 
1 

, or even simply 
+ consonanta 

[-syllabic], it would of course be possible to characterise eight segments 
in terms of only three distinctive features. Four are used here to pre
serve congruity of specification with the adult system and a direct 
phonetic correlation of features at the phonemic and phonetic levels. 

(3) lwl is characterised as [+consonantal] for three reasons: 
(a) There is no evidence that A has more than a consonant/vowel dis

tinction; and restricting his phoneme inventory to two classes simplifies 
the rules. 

(b) lwl is in free variation and/or complementary distribution (see 
p. 37 above) with [v] and [13]. The choice of 'w' rather than 'v' as the 
relevant symbol was partly arbitrary, partly determined by the former's 
greater frequency of occurrence and the greater number of adult words 
with fwf to which lwl corresponded. At a later stage (seep. I07 below) 
it will be seen further that [w] is in complementary distribution with 
[f], which is clearly [+consonantal]. 

(c) The realisation rules also require that lwl be [+consonantal] (see 
p. 59 below). 

(4) lwl is characterised as [+anterior] (cf. Chomsky and Halle, Ig68, 
p. 307) partly because it is here being used as a true consonant; partly 
because even when it is clearly a glide there is evidence from the realisa
tion rules that fwf must be characterised as [+anterior] (see R8, p. 26 
above, and the treatment of whistle by, perhaps, RI7, p. I9 above). 

Although the vowel system is not the main focus of attention here 
(see 1.3.2 above), I provide in table 3 a characterisation of A's distinctive 
vowels at stage I. 

For comments on this system, see above, p. 39; and for the general 
problem of characterising vowel systems with more than three tongue 
heights in terms of binary features, see Smith, I97o-1. 

1 For some discussion of this usage, see 5.2.1. 
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TABLE 3· Matri:J# of A's vowel phonemes at stage I 

i: e: & re: a: :~: A ::> o: u u: 

consonantal -
syllabic + + + + + + + + + + + + 
high + + + + 
back + + + + + + + 
low + + + + + + 
tense + + + + + - + - + 
round - + + + + + 

The morpheme structure conditions given informally in 2.2.2 above 
are formalised here, preserving the same numbering as before; though 
it should be noted that these conditions are not themselves ordered. 
Conditions MS I and MS2 are canonical or 'positive' conditions (see 
Stanley, I967); MS3-MS7 are sequential; and conditions MS8-MSio, 
which have no equivalent above, are segmental ; i.e. they merely specify 
redundancies in the matrix. 

All morphemes must be of the form characterised by MS I or MS2: 

MSI # ([-syllabic]) [+ syllabic] ([+syllabic]) ([-syllabic] 
[+syllabic])* ([-syllabic]) # 

or, equivalently, # (C) V (V) (CV)* (C) # 

h C [
-syllabic ] d V [+syllabic ] w ere = an = . +consonantal -consonantal 

Note that these abbreviations differ from those in general use: specifi
cally, C does not represent a disjunction. The star notation1 - (CV)*- is 
used instead of the multiple parentheses of p. 40 above, as the former 
captures the notion 'indefinitely long sequence of alternating consonants 
and vowels' without having to specify the length of the longest word. In 
other words when A learns his first quadrisyllabic word the parentheses 
of p. 40 would have to be extended, whereas the star notation claims 
there is no change (beyond the addition of one item to the lexicon). The 
latter seems intuitively correct. 

MS2 # ([:C~~:;~~antal]) V [:C~~:;~~antall V .. . # 
,Bcontmuant ocontmuant 

where either: a = ,8 = y = 8 
or : (a =!= ,B) and (y =!= o) 

1 See Chomsky and Halle, 1968, p. 344· 
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This condition says that either all the Greek variables must agree, or 
that the specification for both the initial and medial consonants must be 
different for these features. This is clearly a highly inelegant formulation, 
but if we abide by Stanley's well-motivated requirement that 'in the 
theory of MS conditions we require that positive conditions be used in 
stating restrictions on syllable structure' (1967, p. 432); if, in other 
words, we do not have recourse to the use of directionality in the state
ment of the conditioning of this harmony, then there is no immediately 
obvious alternative. Even if we reverted to the former characterisation of 

[
+vocalic ] . . '1' as 

1 
, there IS stlll the problem that a natural class 

+ consonanta 

[avocalic 
1
) would incorrectly predict that glides should behave the 

aconsonanta 
same way. In fact the problem will arise whenever we have a constraint 
on a single element (here '1 '), where this element is specified by two or 
more features, so we cannot solve the problem by keeping /w/ as 
[-consonantal], as we should still need to specify the segment as 
[ +sonorant] or [-nasal] as well. 

There are two ways round the impasse. One is to treat this kind of 
consonant harmony as Lightner (1965) suggests, by means of a lexical 
feature (his 'abstract morpheme marker') [LIQUID] for instance, and 
then have a rule: 

[
+coronal ] [+consonantal] -+ . / [+LIQUID] 
+contmuant 

But, in addition to the unfortunate fact that Lightner's convention would 
associate [LIQUID] with vowels as well as consonants, we still need a 
further disjunctive sub-part to the rule: 

[+consonantal] -+ {[[- coro~al] ]} /[-LIQUID J 
-contmuant 

which seems quite wrong.1 The other, preferred, alternative is to lift the 
restriction that MS conditions must be stated in terms of those features 
which are systematically utilised in lexical representations, and use 
phonetic features .2 Thus in the present case, we could use the phonetic 

1 This would be equivalent to the older: [+segment]~ ([[ - vocalic] l]} i.e. 
- consonanta 

specifying the unnatural class of consonants, glides and vowels; and just as suspect as 
the disjunction usually abbreviated as 'C '. 

2 As far as I know, this constraint has not been made explicitly in the literature. 
However, it seems well-motivated on general grounds, and appears to correspond to 
accepted practice. 
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feature [lateral], which is totally redundant at the systematic phonemic 
level, but must be specified somewhere to provide the correct phonetic 
output, 1 and then reformulate MS2 as: 

MS2' # ([+consonantal]) V [+consonantal] V ... # 
alateral alateral 

MS3 C-+ [- continuant]/-- # 

MS4 C-+ [-coronal]/-- V . [
-coronal ] 
-antenor 

MS4a C -+ [-coronal]/ . V [-nasal] [
-coronal J 
-antenor 

(See the discussion of MS4 on pp. 41-2 above) 

MS 5 C -+ [-coronal]/[+ nasal] V [-coronal] 

MS6 C-+ [+anterior] /[ +nasal] V [+anterior] 

Note that these last two conditions, both of which clearly describe dif
ferent manifestations of consonant harmony involving nasal consonants, 
and which are superficially very similar, are not collapsible beyond the 
trivial generalisation captured by: 

[
+consonantal] {[-coronal]/--[- coronal] } 
+nasal -+ [+anterior]/--[ +anterior] 

MS [+nasal] -+ [ + coro~al J /X [+syllabic]--
7 +an tenor -stress 

Where X =!= /IJ/. 
If we wished to avoid the verbal condition X could be characterised by 
the triple disjunction: 

{

[-nasal] } 
[+ coronal] 
[ +anterior] 

1 If A is really operating the adult system (see chapter 4, passim), this objection 
would disappear; but in this section I am assuming that the child is operating an 
independent system. 

It is worth noting that while the presence of the phonetic feature [lateral] allows us 
to sidestep the problem of formalising the sentence 'within a word all consonants 
must be Ill or none must'; if the consonant harmony had operated on a segment which 
did not have such a simple, unitary phonetic specification we should still have faced the 
same problem. Presumably it is no more likely that a grammar should contain MS2 
than that it should contain the same condition with 'r' substituted for '1 '. In this case, 
short of making up some ad. hoc phonetic (or diacritic) feature characterising' r', there 
is no satisfactory way of stating the restriction. 
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It should be noted that all of MS 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 impose harmonic con
straints of some kind or other on A's language. For some discussion of 
consonant harmony in general, see 4·3·1. 

MS8 [+coronal] -+ [+anterior] 
MS9 [+nasal] -+ [-continuant] 
MS I o [ + continuant] -+ [+anterior] 

These last three segmental conditions exclude the eight non-occurring 
but logically possible combinations of the four features [coronal, an
terior, nasal, continuant] used to specify A's systematic phonemic seg
ments. MS9 should perhaps be excluded as it obtains by definition (see 
Chomsky and Halle, I968, p. 3I7) and is therefore universal; but the 
other two, MS8 and MSio, represent specific constraints on A's system. 
Accordingly, we shall see that MS8 and MSio change through time, 
whilst MS9 does not.1 

2.2.4 Phonetic rules of A's system. Finally, we need to specify the 
phonetic output of A's phonology by means of a set of phonetic rules, 
which operate on the phonemic representations generated by the MS 
conditions or, equivalently, by the realisation rules. It is not intended to 
give a 'conventional' (but as yet unexemplified !) set of n-ary specifica
tions of the features used; rather, a finer phonetic specification in terms 
of other features will be added to the segments defined phonologically. 2 

Moreover, even these rules are intended to be illustrative rather than 
exhaustive. 

Ph {
[+continuant]} [ . d] 

I [ al] -+ + VOlCe + nas 
That is, sonorants are always voiced in all positions. 

1 Except, that is, that features may be added to the right-hand side of MSg. See 
p. 113 below, where MSg' is: 

[ + I] [-continuant] 
nasa -+ +voice · 

2 The real problem at issue, as in the difficulty with formulating MSz above, is the 
relationship between the set of phonological features and the set of phonetic features; 
and within this problem, the further one of which set of features the MS conditions 
should range over. At first sight it might seem obvious that all features relevant, 
phonologically or phonetically, should be included in the 'segment structure' rules of 
the language being described; but this would have the unfortunate result- to take a 
very simple example - of rules having the exactly opposite effect of each other. Thus 
phonologically all segments in A's system are [+voiced], but some of them are phoneti
cally [-voiced], i.e. we have one condition [+segment]-+ [+voiced], and a later rule 
[ +segment1]-+ [-voiced] .. .. This is avoided if [voiced] is not specified at all until we 
reach the phonetic rules. 

Phz 
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( [ ~ ;~~ld];- # 

[ =~~~:~nuant] -+ ~ [ =;~~d]/#--

[
+voiced] 
-HSP 

This accounts for the plosive allophones discussed on p. 37· 

[
+continuant] [ 1 l] 
+ 1 -+ + atera corona 

{

[-consonantal] J 
[ +continuant] -+ [ + d~la~ed release] 

- coronal - dtstnbuted 
-sonorant 

This accounts for the allophones of JwJ discussed on p. 37· 
1 Heightened sub-glottal pressure. 
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